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In optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmologic diseases, the morphological 
characteristics of mGCC thickness demonstrated characteristic changes that 
are similar to that of visual field, and mGCC analysis had value of objective 
positioning analysis. In this retrospective case study, a total of 32 patients

with optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmology diseases were enrolled. A 
Swept-Source Optical Coherence Tomography (SS-OCT) was used to scan 
and analyze the morphological characteristics of the mGCC thickness and 
the Peripapillary Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer (pRNFL) thickness in these 
patients, which were compared with the visual field changes at the 
corresponding phase to analyze their relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of ophthalmic diagnostic techniques, Swept-

Source Optical Coherence Tomography (SS-OCT) is widely used in the 
diagnosis and treatment of neuro-ophthalmologic diseases due to its rapid 
process, high-resolution and non-invasiveness [1-3]. This technique in turn 
provides favorable conditions for observing the retinal ganglion cells in the 
optic nerve and macular area [4,5]. Most of the previous OCT studies 
focused on observing the thickness of the optic nerve fiber layer present 
around the optic disc and the thickness of the retinal ganglion cells in the 
macular area, [6-9] while there is a lack of studies describing the 
morphological characteristics of the ganglion cells in the macular area. 
Hence, in the present study, SS-OCT was used to examine the topographical 
map of Macular Ganglion Cell Complex (mGCC) thickness and the 
topographic map of the nerve fiber thickness around the optic disc. The 
probability of the changes in mGCC atrophy and thinning pattern 
combined with visual field examination were adopted to analyze the changes 
in imaging the optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmologic diseases. We 
aimed to observe the changes in the optic nerve of the above diseases from a 
new imaging perspective, thereby deepen the understanding of the 
pathological and physiological changes of these diseases.

Optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmologic diseases mainly included optic 
nerve, optic chiasm, optic tract, optic radiation, inflammation of the central 
nervous system, tumor, trauma, degeneration and congenital dysplasia and 
other diseases. Ganglion cell complex-optic nerve is the pivotal pathway that 
connects the retina and the brain [10]. The nerve conduction begins in the 
ganglion cell complex (dendrites-inner plexiform layer, ganglion cell layer, 
axon-neural fiber layer) and nerve fiber bundle, converging at the lamina 
cribiosa till the optic nerve. The bilateral optic nerves form optic chiasm in 
the suprasellar region, and then divide into bilateral optic tracts, exchanging 
the neurons at the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN). These in turn form 
optic radiation that projects towards the fissura calcarina, and finally the 
visual information is completed by the visual center in the occipital region. 
As the optic nerve fibers travel in clear regularity, the nasal retinal nerve 
fibers (including the nasal part of the macula) of each eye intersect at the 
optic chiasm till the contralateral tract, while those at the temporal side do 
not intersect [11]. The inferior retinal nerve fibers are located in the medial 
optic tract after passing through the optic nerve and the optic chiasm.

Hence, the optic nerve fibers rotate 90° when they enter the optic tract from
the optic nerve and the optic chiasm. The subnasal retinal nerve fibers pass
through the optic chiasm, but travel forward in the contralateral optic nerve
(Wilbrand's knee) before merging with contralateral inferotemporal non-
crossing-fibers and entering the optic tract [12]. Therefore, the diseases at
different parts of optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmology have regularity,
and manifest as visual field changes with different regularities. Meanwhile,
the visual field examination is subjective, and is largely influenced by the
visual function, psychological factors and cognitive coordination ability of
the patients. The macular region accounts for 50% of ganglion cells, and are
arranged regularly [13-15]. The normal mGCC manifests as a ring structure,
which is a yellow ring, while the mGCC in subnormal status or in the
swelling period was manifested as a red ring. The common atrophic forms of
mGCC included: 1/4 quadrant atrophy, upper and lower atrophy based on
horizontal demarcation, binasal or concurrent homonymous atrophy or
complete atrophy by taking the midperpendicular bisector as demarcation
(Figure 1).

Figure 1) a. The normal mGCC ring appeared yellow in shape

b-f. Common atrophy forms of mGCC included 1/4 quadrant atrophy,
complete atrophy, upper atrophy based on horizontal demarcation, temporal
atrophy based on midperpendicular demarcation, nasal atrophy based on
midperpendicular demarcation
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Figure 2) a. Left papiloretinitis; b. Ischemia at the posterior segment of the
left optic radiation or in the middle of the calcarine fissure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Through clinical diagnosis and treatment, we found that the ganglion cells
were distributed in the macular region also and were presented in precise
horizontal, vertical and quadrant regularity. Specifically, they manifest as
unilateral mGCC ring atrophy and thinning or mGCC atrophy at the
upper and lower half side based on horizontal demarcation for the lesion at
anterior optic chiasm, the mGCC atrophy and thinning at half of the
bilateral nasal sides based on midperpendicular demarcation for the lesion
at optic chiasm, and the mGCC atrophy with or without macular sparing at
homonymous side or 1/4 quadrant based on midperpendicular
demarcation for lesion at posterior optic chiasm. The combination of MRI
and 90-degree field of view should be performed to analyze the accurate
positioning of the visual pathological lesions at the posterior optic chiasm.
The results showed that the visual tract lesions as well as lesions at the
anterior and the middle of the optic tract were not accompanied by macular
sharing, while the lesions at the posterior optic radiation and the
subsequent calcarine fissure were accompanied by macular sparing. The
mGCC showed atrophy and thinning at 1/4 quadrant below the same
name for lesions at the anterior ring of optic radiation, while showed
atrophy and thinning at 1/4 quadrant above the same name for lesions in
present in the medial optic radiation. In calcarine fissure lesions, the
mGCC showed semi-asymmetric atrophy in the same name with macular
sparing based on midperpendicular demarcation, while appeared symmetric
ipsilateral hemianopia under 90-degree field of view for lesions in the
middle of calcarine fissure, with macular sparing and contralateral crescent
sparing. The mGCC showed a crescent defect in the contralateral eye under
the 90-degree field of view for lesions in anterior calcarine fissure, while
manifested as symmetric and ipsilateral central hemianopia (Figure 3) under
90-degree field of view for lesions at the occipital pole.

Figure 3) 1. Optic nerve: Blind ipsilateral eye, and normal contralateral eye;
2. Center of optic chiasm: Bitemporal hemianopia; 3. Optic tract:
Asymmetric homonymous hemianopia; 4. Optic nerve junction: Ipsilateral
blindness, contralateral temporal hemianopia; 5. Posterior segment of optic
tract: Symmetric homonymous hemianopia; 6. Anterior optic radiation
ring: Bilateral asymmetric homonymous hemianopia in the upper quadrant;
7. Medial optic radiation: Bilateral asymmetric homonymous hemianopia in
the lower quadrant; 8. Optic radiation cross-section: Symmetric
homonymous hemianopia; 9. Posterior segment of optic radiation:
Symmetric homonymous hemianopia and macular sparing; 10. Middle of
calcarine fissure: Symmetric homonymous hemianopia, macular sparing
and contralateral crescent sparing; 11. Occipital pole: Symmetric
homonymous central hemianopia; 12. Anterior calcarine fissure:
Contralateral crescent defect.

The visual field of pre-beam disease, the mGCC and the pRNFL damage
evolution are divided into three stages: (1) Subnormal eyes at the preclinical
or latent period showed normal vision and field of view, with mGCC and
pRNFL swelling. (2) Subnormal eyes at the beginning of the disease lasted
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 Subnormal or swelling period of mGCC appeared red in shape.

The visual field, mGCC atrophy and lesion positioning of the 32 patients 
with optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmology mainly showed (1) upper 
visual field hemianopia based on monocular horizontal demarcation, 
mGCC was manifested as lower atrophy, and the lesion could be diagnosed 
as optic neuropathy at the anterior lamina cribiosa. In case of monocular 
complete blindness, the mGCC was manifested as complete atrophy, and 
the lesion could be considered as optic neuropathy from posterior lamina 
cribiosa to anterior optic chiasm (such as unilateral retrobular optic 
neuritis, optic canal fracture). (2) For bitemporal hemianopia, the bilateral 
mGCC rings showed nasal atrophy by taking midperpendicular bisector as 
demarcation, and the lesion was located at the optic chiasm. In terms of 
bitemporal hemianopia and one eye crossing the midperpendicular bisector, 
the bilateral mGCC rings were manifested as nasal atrophy by taking the 
midperpendicular bisector as demarcation and one eye crossed the 
midperpendicular bisector, and the lesion was considered as optic chiasm 
lesion biased towards one eye. (3) For homonymous hemianopia without 
macular sparing, mGCC was manifested as nasal atrophy in one eye and 
temporal atrophy in another eye by taking the midperpendicular bisector as 
demarcation, and the patients were diagnosed as lesion from the posterior 
optic chiasm till before the middle of the optic radiation. For cases with 
both eyes of hemianopia towards 1/4 upper or lower quadrant, without the 
macula sparing, the mGCC ring was manifested as atrophy at 1/4 of the 
lower nasal side in one eye and atrophy at 1/4 of the lower temporal side in 
the other eye, and the lesion was located at the anterior optic radiation. In 
terms of homonymous hemianopia with macular sparing, mGCC was 
manifested as nasal atrophy in one eye and temporal atrophy in another eye 
by taking the midperpendicular bisector as demarcation, and the lesion was 
located at the posterior optic radiation and further. For homonymous 
hemianopia with macular sparing and retain of contralateral 30-degree 
crescent, mGCC was manifested as nasal atrophy in one eye and temporal 
atrophy in another eye by taking the midperpendicular bisector as 
demarcation, with macular sparing, and the lesion was located in the 
middle of the calcarine fissure. If the visual field was symmetric and 
ipsilateral central hemianopia, mGCC appeared as nasal atrophy in one eye 
and temporal atrophy in another eye by taking the midperpendicular 
bisector as demarcation, with macular sparing, and the lesion was 
positioned at the occipital pole. Meanwhile, if the visual field was 
symmetric and ipsilateral hemianopia, with the meniscal defects at the 
contralateral eye, the mGCC appeared as nasal atrophy in one eye and 
temporal atrophy in another eye by taking the midperpendicular bisector as 
demarcation, with macular sparing, and the lesion was positioned at the 
anterior calcarine fissure. (4) Altered visual field and normal mGCC ring 
were found in patients with short onset time, either in the latent period or 
early onset, and with descending optic neuropathy of trans-neuronal lesion 
after optic radiation that had not induced mGCC injury, wherein the 
lesion positioning was relied on the visual field and MRI (Figure 2).
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for 2-3 weeks, with abnormal vision and field of view, and mGCC and 
pRNFL swelling. The visual field changes and mGCC swelling do not 
coincide during this period. (3) Mid-term progression and separation period 
lasted for 2-3 weeks after the onset, with the occurrence of mGCC atrophy, 
but swollen pRNFL. The vision as well as the visual field was improved 
when compared with those at the early stage of the disease. The change of 
visual field in this period was basically consistent with the change of mGCC 
atrophy. Stabilization and atrophy period showed pRNFL atrophy, which 
usually lasted for more than 6-8 weeks after the onset. Generally, the disease 
discontinued to progress and tended to stabilize after 3 months, and then 
the visual acuity was improved and the visual field was also stabilized. These 
changes are better than those at the initial stage, but generally do not 
recover to the original normal levels. At this stage, the change in visual field 
coincides with changes in mGCC and pRNFL atrophy. Functional changes 
of ganglion cells (visual field changes) occur (in the early stage) before the 
organic changes of the ganglion cells (middle stage). The ganglion cell body 
showed atrophy first (appeared after 2-3 weeks of onset), and the 
corresponding ganglion cell axon fiber (mRNFL) also showed atrophy, 
followed by the atrophy of the pRNFL (6-8 weeks after onset). Generally, 
the disease becomes stable after 3 months [16-18]. The time difference 
between atrophy of ganglion cell bodies and axons (mRNFL, pRNFL) might 
be related to the fact that the apoptosis of astrocytic-vascular sheath in the 
periphery of nerve fibers occurs after the atrophy of ganglion cell axons.

The concept and essence of subnormal eye: The latent state of the onset 
(clinically cured) or the non-onset optic nerve disease or the clinically cured 
fundus diseases are accompanied by optic nerve damage. Both types of 
disease had optic nerve damage-mGCC swelling and pRNFL swelling. And 
the optic disk was stained at the later FFA stage. Therefore, the subnormal 
eye is essentially considered to be the latent state (most of the cases) or early 
(very few) manifestation of the eye diseases, which is associated with mGCC 
swelling and atrophy (fundus diseases, optic neuropathy, and glaucoma). 
The latent sub-normal eye refers to no clinical symptoms, except for mGCC 
and pRNFL swelling and stained FFA optic disc during this period, with 
normal visual acuity and visual field. Therefore, it is considered as the latent 
period or preclinical period, which may last for long time or for life. Only 
few cases will have the onset based on this [19-24].

The visual field of trans-neuronal descending lesions at the posterior optic 
tract changes from hours to weeks, and the mGCC atrophy may occur from 
several months to several years. Nevertheless, the evolution and the 
characteristics of visual field, mGCC and RNFL in patients with trans-
neuronal descending lesions at the posterior optic radiation require further 
investigation.

CONCLUSION

The distribution of ganglion cells is closely related to the visual field. 
Evaluation of morphological characteristics of the ganglion cells in the 
macular region of the eyes by SS-OCT can be used to locate the diseases in 
different parts of the optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmology. The 
morphological analysis of the ganglion cells remained objective, and has the 
same value as the subjective positioning diagnosis of the visual field, but is 
considered to be superior to the visual field inspection. Since mGCC 
provides only 50% of the neural visual information, accurate visual field 
examination is still needed to improve the necessary supplement. The 
authors think that mGCC can not completely replace visual field 
examination at present, and further research on mGCC is still needed. 
Meanwhile, the positioning of optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmologic 
diseases without changes in mGCC ring in the preclinical or latent stage 
still should be relied on the visual field and the MRI, and the precise 
positioning of the optic lesion at the posterior optic chiasm needs the 
combination of MRI and 90-degree field of view. Therefore, applying SS-
OCT examination to analyze the morphological changes in mGCC 
thickness map, and close combination of it with visual field and MRI 
examination can assist in mutual verification and bring out the best in each 
other, thus achieving the objective localization value in the diagnosis and 
treatment of optic pathway-related neuro-ophthalmic diseases.
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